VIDEO SERVICES, INC INSTALL ELECTRO-VOICE® LARGEFORMAT HORNS AND LOUDSPEAKERS INTO SAUK RAPIDS,
MN, HIGH SCHOOL

Sauk Rapids, MN (October 31, 2003): Rice High School in Sauk Rapids,
Minnesota, recently underwent an extensive A/V installation including
multiple large-format horns from EV. Every area of the school was
outfitted with sound reinforcement, from the auditorium to the gymnasium
to the swimming pool. Video Services Inc. carried out the installation,
using specialized EV products throughout these acoustically challenging
environments. EV HP horns continue to be the standard of excellence in
horn technology, and variations of these workhorses can be found
throughout EV loudspeaker lines. EV loudspeaker sage Jim Long worked
closely with VSI’s Terry Dahl, Dave Peterson (now with Synergistic Design
Associates consulting in Minneapolis) and John Basel on the project.
Terry Dahl, president of Video Services, Inc., reported: `
“This installation was at a brand-new high school that just opened for this
school year. We used a lot of Electro-Voice products, primarily largeformat horns. Working with a manufacturer like EV, with extensive,
application-specific product lines, means we can install a made to measure
system like this. The horns specified in the bid were the HP6040, HP9040,
and HP4020 models, along with the ND6-8, TL550D, Sx80PIX, Sx80,
ST200, SR50, SxA100 plus other small items. This really could be
considered a model horn installation. We’re at the point of completing the
project right now. We have 3 speaker clusters in the auditorium. These
are combination clusters of 6040s and 9040s and TL550D low-frequency
cabinets - basically multiple clusters with low frequency boxes for each
cluster. This is a regular proscenium arrangement with central, left and
right clusters. The auditorium seats 750 people, and will be used for
theatrical productions, band performances and presentations. We used
the same horn configuration in the main gym. There are also large-format
horns in the auxiliary gym, pool and commons area.
These horns are a specialized product for specific kinds of applications,
and when installed and tuned correctly, they’re unbeatable in terms of
consistent coverage and bandwidth response in spaces like this. Jim Long
from EV came up to the school in August. Jim was a great help on this
project. We used Jim’s expertise to EQ, direct and tune the horns. Dave
Peterson worked with Jim on the EASE™ modeling. We’ve gone through

our tuning process and now we’re going to have the final check-out with
the consultants (Kvernson, Kehl and Associates). It’s a fantastic system
and an awesome venue.”

Dave Peterson, Jim Long, John Basel

Jim Long of EV added, "It was great working with the Video Services
guys. They did their homework and the initial system checkout and
setup was first class. It has been long time since I have been involved in
the tuning and commissioning of classic two-way systems employing
large-format constant-directivity horns. I mean "large" in a very large
sense -- horn mouths on the order of 32 inches high and 27 inches wide.
The experience was a reminder of the intelligibility and clarity benefits in
reverberant spaces of horn coverage angles that hold down to the
relatively low frequency of 500 Hz, before horn mouth dimensions
become insufficient to maintain the rated coverage pattern. Today,
compact boxed systems are much more likely to be utilized in such
installations. Unfortunately, the size of the horns used is also compact
and coverage angles begin to blow apart below 2 kHz or so, spraying a
lot of vocal energy where you don't think it is being sprayed and lowering
intelligibility.
There are other ways to get extended-frequency directivity control, such as
more expensive three-way systems with large mid-bass horns or the FRX+

systems from EV in which the woofers are loaded with a horn large
enough to provide 500-Hz control. But it was fun to see how well the old
separate-horns-and-bass-systems approach could work, given quality
system design -- from consultants Kvernson, Kehl and Associates -- and
appropriate level setting and EQ. By the way, aside from appropriate highpass filter protection for the LF elements and crossover filters around 500Hz, the remaining digital processing was confined to EQ mostly in the form
of one or two parametric filters!"

Clusters of HP6040 & HP9040 horns and TL550D low-frequency loudspeakers in
the gymnasium

HP4020 horns in the commons area

For full details on all Electro-Voice products and brands, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
(more)

Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications,
Inc., a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated
audio, wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications
equipment for commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex
Communications markets its products in more than 80 countries under
the brands EV®, Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®,
University® and others.
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